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NEWS

GV Bike Shop moves
to Ravines Center
Since 2012, the shop has offered
bike rentals and maintenance to
students and will now expand its
services to the Ravines Center
SEE A3

A&E

Dan + Shay rock the
spring concert at GV
The country duo performed to a
full house in the Fieldhouse Arena
as the headlining act of Spotlight
Productions’ spring concert
SEE A7
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SPORTS

Keri Becker tabbed as
GV athletic director
Becker, the current associate athletic
director at Grand Valley State, was
selected as the successor to Tim
Selgo, who will retire this year
SEE A9

ONLINE

Introducing our new
podcast, Back of House
Listen along as host Parker Murray
talks about Fresh 3.14, a vegan pie
company that just opened up in the
Grand Rapids vibrant food scene
SEE LANTHORN.COM

AMERICAN^
LYRIC’
Community Reading
Project author
discusses racism at GV
BY MADDIE FORSHEE
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State University’s an
nual Community Reading Project
wrapped up on April 7 with a guest
lecture from the author of this year’s
chosen read, Claudia Rankine, who
wrote “Citizen: An American Lyric.”
Students, faculty and staff gathered on the Al
lendale Campus to welcome Rankine to G VSU.
“Citizen” is a novel about Rankine’s experience
with racial microaggressions. It outlines different
scenarios and expresses her frustrations with rac
ism through poetry and an essay about race in
the media. It was a finalist for the National Book
Award in 2014, the year it was published.
“This book was one that challenged one’s
space,” said GVSU President Thomas Haas. “This
is a book that should make us uncomfortable in

KEYNOTE: Author and poet Claudia Rankine presents her book "Citizen: An American Lyric" at this year's
Community Reading Project lecture on April 7 in the Kirkhof Center in Allendale, gvl I kasey garvelink

many regards. I’m thrilled that we’re able to use this
type of opportunity’’
In a departure from lectures where she
would have just read excerpts from her book,
Rankine wanted to highlight the many photos
throughout her book and talk about their cor
responding stories.
“Citizen” is punctuated with photography and
art pieces that relate to the story being told. A story
about being mistaken for a stranger by her thera
pist, for example, was accompanied by a photo of a
taxidermied animal with a human face to show the
way that Rankine felt in that situation.
Rankine admitted that not all of the stories
are hers. She reached out to friends to share
their experiences for inspiration, and said she
was surprised at the result.
“Many people, at first, said to me ‘I can’t think of
a thing,”’ Rankine said. “They would call back and I
couldn’t get off the phone. That was really symbolic

of the way it had been logged down in order to al
low them to be in their lives.”
Rankine’s book featured stories about
childhood and facing racism in school to
stories about everyday microaggressions that
happened during adulthood.
Rankine poked fun at herself for not writing a
book of poetry, since the book contains an essay in
the middle. The essay focuses on Serena Williams
and how she is perceived as a tennis player, being
black in one of the most white-dominated sports
in the world. Rankine uses the example of the situ
ation where Caroline Wozniacki, another profes
sional tennis player, was photographed mocking
Williams’ body shape, and when Williams tried to
respond, the media criticized her as being “too an
gry” and “immature and classless.”
“Caroline must not know about the history of
SEE RANKINE | A2
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STUDENT LIFE

2016-17 student senate convenes,
cabinet positions to be selected

Laker Experience Day
draws hundreds of
prospective students

BY JESS HODGE
JHODGE@LANTHORN.COM

ith bittersweet smiles and
more than a few tears, the
2015-16 Grand Valley
State University student
senate held its last meet
ing on April 7. The vice presidents of
their respective committees gave their
last reports and senators thanked those
around them for making a difference in
their campus community.
However, immediately following
the adjournment of the current senate,
GVSU’s new 2016-17 student senate
had its first meeting and got right down
to business. Maddie Cleghom, student
senate president, and Jorden Simmonds, executive vice president, ran
the meeting. As new cabinet members
have yet to be elected, Cleghom and
Simmonds will also run next meeting

W

until new members are appointed to
their spots. The current senators’ terms
do not officially end until May 1.
As the senior and non-returning sen
ators filed out of their seats, the return
ing and newest senators filled them in.
Right away, it was made clear to the new
senators they had big shoes to fill.
Bob Stoll, faculty adviser for student
senate and the associate dean of student
life, introduced himself and welcomed
the new senators.
“We’re here as a team to make this
a better university and this is one of
my great opportunities and experi
ences every year working with this
group and leadership, so welcome
aboard,” Stoll said.
Cleghom also welcomed the
newest members to senate, assuring
them they were set up to fill a great
legacy left before them.
After everyone seemed to settle in,

the nominations for the next year’s cabi
net started. Senators, old and new, were
allowed to nominate whomever they
wanted, as long as they provided ratio
nale for why they would be a good fit for
that particular position.
There were three nominations
for president and three for execu
tive vice president.
There were two nominations for
vice president of senate resources, two
for vice president of finance commit
tee, three for campus affairs committee,
three for the external relations commit
tee and two for the public relations com
mittee. The educational affairs commit
tee and diversity affairs committee each
received one nomination.
Next week, the nominees will get five
minutes to give a speech on why they be
lieve they deserve the position, followed

SEE SENATE | A2

FAREWELL: Student senate members take notes during the last general assembly meeting with the 2015-16 student senate body in
the Pere Marquette Room in the Kirkhof Center. Nominations for student senate's cabinet will occur on April 14 GVi I LUKE holmes
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vous. What do you even look for?
What do you even ask?” she said.
“Grand Valley does a really good
early 900 high job of helping them and making
school
students them feel comfortable.”
Bonnell said GVSU has or
and parents filled
the
Fieldhouse ganized Laker Experience Days
Arena on April 8 as for at least 15 years. In her time
part of Laker Experience Days. planning the events, she said
The event, hosted by the admis they’ve only grown in popular
sions office, is designed to offer ity. A Laker Experience Day held
prospective students a glimpse a week before the April 8 event
into what Grand Valley State drew 1,100 attendees.
Tibbe’s experience with the
University has to offer.
High school students took event tells a similar story. When
tours, spoke with advisers and she began working the event
learned about studying abroad years ago, she was able to run the
over the course of the day-long student life table by herself. Now,
event. After a brief overview she says she needs five students
to help handle all
of the university,
the interest.
prospective
stu
Getting high
dents were free to
“Every year the
school
students
explore areas that
turnout is great...
interested in the
interested
them.
There are so many
university is one
Various academic
thing, but getting
departments had
things at Grand
them to decide on
tables in the FieldValley to get
GVSU is another.
house and shared
While data on how
information with
students excited.”
many
attendees
those interested.
end up choosing
The
admis
LIBBY BONNELL
GVSU is difficult
sions office or
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
to gather, Bonnell
ganizes
several
ADMISSIONS
said surveys com
Laker Experience
pleted by prospec
Days per year. As
sistant Director of Admissions tive students show favorable im
Libby Bonnell called the event a pressions of the event.
Tibbe said some of the best
huge success.
“Every year the turnout is experiences that attendees
great,” she said. “There are so have come from interactions
many things at Grand Valley to with GVSU students.
“If they’re walking on cam
get students excited.”
But how do high schoolers pus and they see someone else
react to the potentially over who’s smiling at them, or even
whelming amount of informa other students that attend here
tion offered to them? LeAnn that would say, ‘hey, you guys
Tibbe, associate director of are visiting Grand Valley, you’re
student life, summarized it in going to love it,"’ she said. “It’s ev
erybody’s responsibility when we
one word: “wow.”
“They’re juniors in high have these days to be the kind of
school, so they’re a little ner people that 1 think Lakers are.”
BY JORDAN SCHULTE
DIGITAL@LANTHORN.COM
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ARAB-ISRAELI NEWS ANCHOR TO LECTURE AT GV
the black body being exhibited and
then experimented on later,” Rankine said.
After discussing “Citizen,” Rankine concluded her lecture by show
ing a video that she helped to create
with filmmaker John Lucas. The vid
eo featured Rankine’s voice reciting
a poem over clips of video showing
Tamir Rice, Sandra Bland and other
victims of police brutality.
“The problem with this book was
that for me, I had no idea how to
end it,” Rankine said. “I didn’t want
to create an ending that seemed like
it was an actual ending to the con
cerns of the book.”
Rankine ended the book with an
example from her recent life. She was
sitting in her car before a tennis match,
and a white woman pulled into the spot
facing Rankine. Upon seeing Rankine
sitting in her car, the woman started
her car and moved it to a different spot.
“You don’t have to have someone
tell you when something is wrong,”
she said. “It’s only as you come up
close and begin to really look at what
it looks like, that you understand
what is happening.”
The lecture ended with the an
nouncement of next years’ Commu
nity Reading Project selection, “True
American” by Adnan Giridharadas.

Lucy Aharish, the first Arab-lsraeli news anchor for
primetime Channel 2 News and l24News, will visit Grand
Valley State University to discuss the power of her plat
form on April 12.
In her presentation, Aharish will discuss how she uses
her media presence to promote peace within Israel and
fight racism.
“Coexistence in the media: The story of an Arab-lsraeli
news anchor/* will take place at 4:30 p.m. in the Mary Idema
Pew Library Multipurpose Room.
The event is free to the public and LIB 100/201 approved.
For additional information, contact Sunny Nayberg at naybergs@mail.gvsu.edu.

KERI BECKER BECOMES FIRST FEMALE ATHLETIC
DIRECTOR AT GV
On April 7, Grand Valley State University announced
that Keri Becker, associate athletic director, will re
place Tim Selgo as director of athletics at GVSU this
upcoming summer.
As associate athletic director, Becker is responsible for
overseeing all aspects of GVSU football, volleyball, softball
and more. Prior to this, she served in a number of different
positions at Ferris State University for 15 years.
Becker will assume Selgo’s role as director of athletics
on July 18, marking the first time a woman has stepped
into the position. Since 1963, GVSU has seen just five
athletic directors.

MATHEMATICS FACULTY MEMBER CHOSEN AS
PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR
The Michigan Association of State Universities (MASU)
has chosen Matthew Boelkins, professor of mathematics at
Grand Valley State University, as one of three recipients of
the Distinguished Professor of the Year Award.
In addition to teaching mathematics at GVSU. Boelkins
has garnered critical acclaim for co-authoring the opensource calculus textbook, "Active Calculus."
Boelkins was nominated for the award by Provost Gayle
Davis, who praised the professor for his written and oral
communication skills.
All three recipients of the Distinguished Professor of the
Year Award will be honored during a MASU luncheon at the
Lansing Center on April 15.

GO TO:

SENATE
CONTINUED FROM A1

by five questions or 15 minutes,
whichever happens first and then 10
minutes of discussion.
Old senators spoke up during public
comment to help welcome the senators
and give them a glimpse into how sen
ate works and why it’s so important to
get to know the cabinet nominees be
fore electing them.
Maria Beelgp, yg^e president for the
educational affairs committee, stressed the

TESLA STRING QUARTET TO PERFORM AT FINAL
ARTS AT NOON
The Tesla String Quartet is set to perform at the final
installment of Grand Valley State University’s Arts at Noon
concert series on April 13.
Formed in 2008, the Tesla Quartet has picked up a slew
of awards in competitions around the world. In addition
to competing, the group has devoted itself to performing
in children’s hospitals, soup kitchens, libraries, retirement

com^in*t^M«d«6hools.
The Tesla Quartet's Arts at Noon performance is free
public and will take place at noon in the CookDeWitt Center
For more information about the Arts at Noon concert
series, go to www.gvsu.edu/artsatnoon.

LECTURE: Students and faculty attend Claudia Rankine’s community read along on April 7.
Next year’s Community Reading Project will be “True Americans." GVL I KASEY garvelink

www.gvsu.edu/read
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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importance of getting to know the people
who were nominated and not to vote for
someone just because of a friendship.
“I just really encourage you to get
to know the people you don’t know for
these positions, because just because
you’re good at something, doesn’t neces
sarily mean you’re a leader in that posi
tion,” she said. “Go out and try to find
the best person for the position, whether
they’re your best friend or not.”
Kristoffer Butler, a graduating sena
tor, gave similar advice, noting that
these elections play a vital role for
GVSU students next year.

“You guys are here to serve the stu
dent body. Everything you do needs to
be in reflection of them,” he said. “With
these elections, what you are really set
ting is the precedent and tone for next
year and I would definitely encourage
you to seek (the nominees) out, talk to
them, ask their ideas, because these are
people you have to work with and people
that are going to lead you next year.”
Elections for the 2016-17 student
senate cabinet will take place on April
14 at 4:30 p.m. in the Pere Marquette
Room in the Kirkhof Center.

*r

DOCUMENTARY SCREENING WILL MAKE THE CASE
FOR VEGAN DIETS
Grand Valley State University’s Cage Free organization
will host a screening of a documentary exploring the argu
ments for vegan and vegetarian diets on April 13.
Released in 2013, "Live and Let Live” examines the lives
of six individuals who consciously chose to stop consuming
animal products for environmental and health reasons.
“Live and Let Live” will be screened to the campus
community for free at 7 p.m. in Room 107 of Manitou
Hall. A short discussion about the documentary will
follow the screening.
For more information about the screening, contact
Hannah Mico, president of Cage Free, at micoh@mail.
gvsu.edu.
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OUTDOOR ADVENTURE CENTER

GV Bike Shop to expand
mu
_■
a
■
, _
dt new Allendale location

Ravines Community
Center to allow for more
repair, rental services

•

BY HANNAH LENTZ
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

n 2012, students, staff and faculty saw a need
at the university. The need wasn’t for more
parking or additional food venues, but instead
was the limited services available to cyclists on
Grand Valley State University’s campus.
After a collaboration conversation between transportation
services, the Pew Campus, the housing department and GVSU
students, the pilot version of GVSU’s Bicycle Shop was born.
Though the service has been around for four years now, bi
cycle maintenance, rental opportunities and the future of the
Bike Shop itself look much different than in previous years.
Joe Bitely currently oversees all programs and ser
vices offered through the Outdoor Adventure Center and
Climbing Center. As part of the Outdoor Adventure Cen
ter functions, Bitely spends time working with students
on their bikes and thinking of new ways to expand the
cycling opportunities at the university.
“Everyone has a relationship with a bike,” Bitely said. “Wheth
er they are an avid biker, want to learn more or simply have ques
tions for us, we are able to provide a much-needed service.”
One significant change will come next semester when the
Bike Shop moves headquarters to the Ravines Community
Center, previously used for the Ravines apartment complex.
“This move will give us the gift of space, which is really impor
tant when it comes to housing and repairing bicycles,” Bitely said.
This year, the Bike Shop was able to hold about 12 bikes
for rental purposes in the Laker Village Apartment’s south
community center (LSV). With the move, Bitely hopes there
will be an opportunity for additional renting capabilities.
In the new location, the Bike Shop will also be able
to provide drop-off and for-pay maintenance services, an
idea recently approved by the university.
“Previously, we had been doing a lot of work with providing
education opportunities for students using our service,” Bitely
said. “We will still be continuing these efforts, (but) we will now
be able to offer additional services to the student body.”
With the increase of available space, the Bike Shop will be
able to take in more bikes to work on and release to the student
body for rentals. All bikes that come to the shop are abandoned
bicycles collected from campus and then fixed in the shop.
“At the end of the school year, all abandoned bikes on campus will be given a tag. If a student sees a tag on their bike, they
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UPKEEP: Student Annie Taccolini uses one of GVSU’s bike repair stations to pump air into her tires on the Pew Campus. The Bike Shop,
which operates these stations, will expand its services to a new location on the Allendale Campus at the Ravines Center. GVL I archive

should remove it so the bike is not marked as abandoned,”
Bitely said. “Abandoned bikes are then housed on campus for
six months before they are passed down to us.”
Volunteers and those working at the Bike Shop then fix
up as many bikes as they can house. Bikes that are not repairable are used for spare parts, some of which will soon be
used as materials for the for-pay maintenance services.
As the shop continues to gain momentum at GVSU, Bitely
hopes to continue to expand upon the opportunities for cyclists at GVSU. One of these goals is to prepare the Allendale
Campus to apply for status as a bicycle-friendly university,
an award given out by the League of American Bicyclists.

Currently, only four other Michigan universities (Michigan
Technological University, University of Michigan, Michigan
State University and Aquinas College) hold this honor,
“When I look at the future of the Bike Shop, I see opportunities for education and encouragement,” Bitely said,
“I want to look at what facilities we can provide and work
with to make a more bike friendly campus at Grand Valley.”

□
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Giving voice to the voiceless
Week of the Unsung focuses on minority issues, mental health
BY SANDA VAZGEC
SVAZGEC@LANTHORN.COM

here are a lot of topics that are
difficult or uncomfortable to
talk about, and for many differ
ent reasons. Grand Valley State
University student LaShawntelle
Carson-Pops created the Week of the Unsung to
unmask the difficult topics in order to help find
solutions to their underlying problems.
Carson-Pops prepared the Week of the
Unsung after having great success with a
previous event she organized called “My
Life Matters.” With the goal of helping those
whose voices have been silenced, she de
cided to think bigger and put on a series of
events focusing on topics that are seriously
affecting people, but are not often vocalized.
The inspiration for the events stemmed
from her personal experience as a survi
vor of domestic violence.
“I know what I went through was hurtful
and I’m taking this opportunity to share what
I’ve learned from that experience,” CarsonPops said. “I just really want the people who
are going through or have gone through dif
ficult situations to know they aren’t alone.”
Carson-Pops teamed up with various
student organizations to put on a new event
each day focusing on a significant topic.
On April 4, Carson-Pops teamed up with Eyes
Wide Open to spread awareness about domestic
violence by exhibiting an informational table in
the Kirkhof Center. Later that day, an event called
“Let’s Talk About Sex” partnered with the Sigma

Lambda Gamma sorority to provide education
on sexually transmitted diseases.
The second annual “My Life Matters” event
was held on April 5 and partnered with You
Beautiful Black Woman to educate students on
suicide prevention and the severity of the issue.
The event offered support for those affected by
suicide and provided information for how to
help someone who is struggling with the issue.
Alicia Fleming, a member of You Beauti
ful Black Woman, said it was a great oppor
tunity for people to get involved and incor
porate their own role into the subject.

SHOWING OFF: Students talk at last years’ graduate showcase. This year, the event will take place
April 19 in the Loosemore Auditorium on GVSU’s Pew Campus. COURTESY I GVSU GRADUATE SCHOOL

Graduate showcase to exemplify scholarly work
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM

UNSUNG: LaShawntelle Carson-Pops leads the "50
Shades of Black” session. GVL I kasey GARVELIHK

or most students
at Grand Valley
State
Univer
sity, they devote
their entire life
to research and trying to find
answers to the world’s small
and large mysteries, finding
meaning, producing ideas and
going beyond the expected
viewpoints of previous studies.
To highlight the research
done by more than 40 graduate
students, the Graduate School
and the Center for Scholarly
and Creative Excellence are
hosting a graduate showcase
op April 19 from 3:30 p.m.
until 6 p.m. at the Charles W.
Loosemore Auditorium on
GVSU’s Pew Campus.

Mark Luttenton, the as
sociate dean of the Graduate
School, said the showcase is
intended to give graduate stu
dents the chance to display
their work in a presentation
format, to show what they have
been doing in their studies and
how their research could ben
efit different communities.
“The Grand Valley com
munity can see this work
and familiarize themselves
with the graduate students
and what they are doing, to
serve as an inspiration to un
dergraduate students,” Lut
tenton said. “There is a range
of projects and research that
our students are involved in.”
During the event, gradu-

SEE SHOW I A5

WORD SCRAMBLE

Heart's Journey

Wellness Center
Yoga. Counseling. Workshops.

Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to math.
- v

* J/

DIDEVI

All different types of Yoga,
from beginner to advanced, Including;

HOT YOOA

Looking at a variety of re
search and scholarly activities,
topics to be presented at the
showcase include social me
dia’s role in higher education,
biological trends affecting
Michigan and issues impact
ing students and faculty of
color in higher education.
Jennifer Palm, the office
coordinator at the Gradu
ate School, said that this is
the chance for participants
to see the 36 graduate pro
grams at GVSU.
“While for some, it is a
component of their gradu
ate degree or their final
project, the main purpose of
this event is to celebrate the
graduate students’ accom
plishments and showcase the
skills and knowledge they
have attained,” she said.

YOGA THERAPY

6189 Lake Michigan Drive, Allendale Ml
616-307-1617 * 877-932-4446
www.HeartsJourneyWellness.com
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By Taylor Scholtens

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON

A healthy dose
of competition

l Think i yjnni to ran-for Studen-V Senate nex-L \|ear/J
fAre Njousure9 Vou^e neverv>een on it io&-fove^
Ye ah I STudenT semtf can
wake some hi a. decisions
and V would tbve To he
a j)aft of That.
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Student senate elections
should draw more interest
hirty-nine can senate is a great option.
didates ran for
Since student senate has
student senate such a large responsibility
election
this to the GVSU community, a
year. After the certain sense of competition
votes were tallied, it was an could be beneficial to the
nounced that all of the can election process. The body
didates would be joining the that represents the students
senate for 2016-17, with five should reflect the diversity of
additional, unfilled seats.
the campus, and getting more
Though we want to students to run for a seat on
congratulate all the sena senate would do just that.
tors who successfully cam Competition is necessary for
paigned, we also want to democracy; we need people
encourage students who did on the student senate to be
not participate in the student representative of the student
senate election process to body, not necessarily a group
stay informed and engaged of people who were elected by
with student government at default because they were the
Grand Valley State Universi only people who ran.
GVSU has over 400 stu
ty and even consider joining
dent organizations on cam
student senate yourself.
Student senate has a broad pus, that’s over 400 student
role in the day-to-day life of organization members with
a student and can have a se passion and leadership ca
rious impact when it comes pabilities. The student senate
to student organizations. needs passionate people to
Whether a student is a mem come represent the concerns
BY LEN O’KELLY
ber of a student organization of these organizations.
OKELLYLE@GVSU.EDU
If you want your voice
or an elected board member,
they will have to deal with to be heard or want to rep
s the faculty
student senate at some point resent voices that deserve to
adviser to two
during their membership. be heard, student senate is an
of Grand Valley
Staying informed about what excellent way to accomplish
State University’s
student senate does is crucial this. It doesn’t matter what
student media
for all student organizations.
your major is, what clubs
outlets, GVTV and WCKS The
Though the data is un you belong to or what your
Whale, I have been reading
available for 2015, the voter interests are. As a student at
with great interest the lanthorn
turnout for student senate GVSU, your opinion matters.
coverage of the modifications to
elections is typically abysmal Having students participate
our funding that were executed
ly low. In 2014, 12.26 percent in student government is
by the GVSU student senate.
of students voted In 2013, crucial to making sure their
I also appreciate the rebuttal
only 6.49 percent of Lakers interests are served.
from student senate President
voiced their opinions about i Though the vast major r i - Maddie Cleghom in Thursday’s
who should serve as repre ity of Lakers don’t conpern
issue I would like to take issue
sentatives of the student body. themselves with the goings on.
with and (hopefully) clarify a
In addition to staying of student senate, it’s time that
few of the points raised.
informed and voting, we changes, especially in regard
While I appreciate that the
would like to encourage to the selection of senators.
student senate budget process
more students to run for The bar for being on student
is, in Cleghom’s words, “the
student senate. With five ex senate should not be as low as
most transparent since (her)
tra seats to fill, there’s more simply filling out the applica
time on the senate,” that does
opportunity here to make tion-senators should have to
not in itself make it fully
change at the university. If compete for their spots and
transparent or even acceptably
you have a change you’d like actually earn the trust of their
so. Were the editors of the Lan
to see, or if you enjoy making constituents, just like any oth
thorn to proclaim “Our paper
the university a better place er elected official.
for students, joining student

W/Wllo
editorial@lanthorn.com

Making the case for student media funding
Recent student senate budget cuts make for a murky future
is the least incorrect that it has
been in years,” I suspect that
they would not be praised.
The recent round of cuts to
the student media budget was
made without seeking input
from those directly involved
with the programs. I, for one,
learned by reading in the
newspaper that my stations’
operating budgets would be
affected. No input was sought
and no rationale given. If this is
“more transparent,” then may
we never go back to the way
things were done before.
Had the members of the
senate budget committee
asked what such a cut would
mean in terms of serving the
student population of GVSU,
they would have learned this:
the $5,000 cut from the media
budget is more than either the
student radio station or televi
sion station receive for operat
ing costs for an entire year.
Following this round of
cuts, there is not enough
money in the media budget to
operate all three media in the
manner students have been
accustomed to. In other words,
the senate effectively voted
to kill GVTV without asking
anyone if this was OK to do—a
move that lies far outside of the
purview of that body.
Perhaps they do not real
ize that they have done this,
but, again, they did not seek

input from the leaders of
the student media.
All three of our student
media provide news, infor
mation and entertainment
that is unique to GVSU at no
additional charge to students.
Schools like Michigan State
University and Western
Michigan University exact a
fee from students each semes
ter to pay for their media.
We do not, and as such
depend on the university for
this necessary funding. Our
students could have explained
all of this to the senate were
they afforded the opportunity
to do so. They were not.
Reduction in media
funding means more than a
reduction in programming. It
means a reduction in learn
ing opportunities for our
students. In my six years with
radio and four with televi
sion, I have seen our students
progress from beginners to
working professionals, largely
because of the skills and abili
ties they have gained through
their work in student media.
I also know of students who
are drawn to GVSU specifically
for these opportunities to gain
experience in media that they
will use in their careers. I fear
the loss of prospective students
who learn of these opportuni
ties on every tour I hear go past
the student media stations.

I have heard, anecdotally,
that the loss of student media
coverage is seen by some of our
policy makers as no great loss
since “few people watch that
anyway.” I caution against this
attitude in any discussion of
what is best for our university
community. Even a “beloved
tradition” like Presidents’ Ball,
which offers no educational
merit yet receives more bind
ing from the senate than a vis
iting professor earns in a year,
was not attended by 80 percent
of the student body this year—
not what I would determine to
be “high demand.”
In recent years, record
participation in student senate
elections involved only 12
percent of the student body—6
percent is more typical—but
I hear no discussion of doing
away with this expense.
Student media have existed
almost as long as GVSU itself,
from radio’s beginning as a
closed-circuit system in the > C",
basement of Seidman House in
1967. When we talk about Lak
er tradition, keeping students
connected to their university
community and informed is an
important part of that tradition
and should be preserved.
It is my hope that, in the
future, the student senate
will strive to be as informed
as it can be before it renders
budget decisions.
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WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • horn, it [old English]
Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way.”

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
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expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
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errors for clarity.
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email at editorial@>lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:
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GRAND VALLEY STATE
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WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
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BY JAKE KEELEY
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

nterviewing
is hard. If you
didn’t know that
by now, you .
haven’t inter
viewed anywhere yet.
I’m not talking about your
walk-in, on-the-spot fast
food joint interview. No, I’m
talking about your first, “OK,
I really want this job, this
seems like a good career fit”

interview. I recently had the
pleasure, and misfortune, of
embarking upon this inter
view/job search process, and
let me tell you, it’s stressful.
Before you even get an
interview, though, you need to
submit a resume. Unfortunate
ly, your resume is never good
enough. Ever. You’re proficient
in this skill? Sorry, the com
pany prefers you do it the other
way. One to two years experi
ence working in the field? For
an entry-level job? Sorry, all
you have is schooling.
Undoubtedly, you’ve heard
that before. But you’re different,
you want this job badly. So, as
any go-getter would, you take
your resume to a workshop,
maybe GVSUs (Career Center.
They give you great advice, tips
to make you stand out from
the rest. It would just be a little
more helpful if you actually
had more than four lines on

your resume to apply their help.
That’s right, be preemptive, it’s
never too late to get a couple
lines on your resume.
The real meat and potatoes
of the process boils down to
the interview. At least, that’s
what I told myself. I have such
an average resume, that I really
hype up the interview. If you
consider your resume to be
your strong point, I suppose
you could hype that up, but
there is nothing really nerveracking about submitting a file.
I kept telling myself if I
just made it to the interview
process, that’s where I could
make my money. I thought to
myself, ‘I’m charming, people
generally like me.’ If they just
got to know me, my resume
would become irrelevant. I
could interview so well that it
would put me over the top.
Wrong.
Interviewing is hard. That

was the first sentence of this
column—did you think I
was lying? I did have some
relief with a phone interview,
though. I took it in my own
home—sweats, no shirt, with
a blanket draped around my
shoulders. Needless to say, I
killed that one. But I promise
you that was the only one
I killed. I had several other
face-to-face interviews, rang
ing from 30 minutes to nearly
two hours, with as little as two
people to as many as 10 people.
And let me tell you what you
already know, I choked. These
people put me through the fire.
Nearly two hours, breaking me
down, sweating me out. At one
point I think they were playing
good cop-bad cop on me.
LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE
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THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION
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Do you think you get enough
real world experience in your
classes?
Yes
31%
No
69%
I don’t know
0%

Do you think you know
enough about what student
senate does?

How to snag ‘the one’
By Parker Murray

LOG ON & VOTE
www.lanthorn.com

www.lanthorn.com

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT WHAT STUDENT SENATE DOES?

KATELYN BRECH

ZACH PHILLIPS

"I know a couple of my sorority sisters are on it.
but I don’t know what they actually do.”

"No idea. Student senate?"

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Advertising and public relations
HOMETOWN: Rochester, Michigan

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Marketing
HOMETOWN: Petoskey. Michigan

PEDRO GOMEZ

GREG DEEMER

"No due. I don’t even know what that means.”

"I honestly have no idea... Do they have a say in
activities and the way things run around here?”

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Business management
HOMETOWN: Valencia, Spain,

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Biomedical sciences
HOMETOWN: Lansing, Michigan
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REMEMBRANCE

GOVERNANCE

Honoring lost Lakers

University Academic
Senate endorses changes
to Title IX policy

Memorial event to feature
a candlelight vigil, poetry
BY KYLE BINDAS
KBINDAS@LA N THORN. COM

riends and family of students, faculty and
alumni that have died will be gathering to
celebrate the lives of their loved ones at this
years' Laker Remembrance memorial.
Laker Traditions is hosting the an
nual event, which functions as a chance to honor and
celebrate the lives and achievements of Lakers who
passed away over the last year and a half.
The service will take place on April 13 at 7 p.m.
in the Cook-DeWitt Center.
The event will begin with a remembrance service, where
the late Lakers will be honored with poems and thoughts
about their lives. The name of every lost Laker will be read
and carnations will be given to their loved ones. Dean of
Students Bart Merkle will also give a memorial speech.
The goal of Laker Remembrance is not to have a som
ber and mournful atmosphere, but rather be a celebra
tion of the achievements and lives of the deceased.
“Were really trying to shift the attitude of it being
from something that’s so sad and somber to more of an
uplifting look at all the great things they’ve done,” said
Malayna Hasmanis, Laker Traditions coordinator.
Following the ceremony, a candlelight vigil will
take place at the Cook Carillon Tower. Songs will be
played on the bells of the tower during the gathering.
Friends and families can leave mementos of their loved
ones on a memory tree, a tree made of metal, including
photos or notes that remind them of the one they have lost.
The memory tree is being considered to become a
permanent fixture inside of the Kirkhof Center.
Students are encouraged to attend, even if they
may not know one of the deceased.
“I think it’s important for students, staff and faculty
to go because it showcases support,” said Sean O’Melia,
programming chair for Laker Traditions. “While you
might not be going through that trauma, it’s always
nice to have a friend there to show a lending hand.”
This is the First year that Laker Remembrance is
an event on its own. Previously, it would be part of
either homecoming or Laker Extravaganza.
“The reason we’re trying to make its own event now is
just so we can really emphasize the celebration of all that
they’ve contributed to our community’’ Hasmanis said.
60 TO:
www.gvsu.adu/rcmember

REFINING PROCEDURES: Jesse Bernal speaks to faculty at the University Academic Senate meeting. During the April 8 meeting, UAS approved
a new version of the Title IX policy that requires all employees of the university to report all cases of sexual misconduct. GVL | SARA CARTE

BY DREW HOWARD
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

he University Academic
Senate approved a new ver
sion of Grand Valley State
University’s Title IX policy
requiring all university em
ployees to report instances of sexual
misconduct on April 8, though not all
senate members were in full support.
Jesse Bernal, vice president of the Divi
sion of Inclusion and Equity, and Theresa
Rowland, Title IX coordinator, addressed
the UAS for endorsement of three key
policy changes to Title IX procedures.
Changes in policy were previously
endorsed by the student senate and
the President’s Cabinet, and include
matters relating to sexual misconduct,
sexual or gender-based harassment, as
well as retaliation to harassment.
The change that drew the biggest response
from the UAS, however, was a policy placing
responsibility on all university employees to
report instances of sexual misconduct.
Danielle DeMuth, associate profes
sor of women, gender and sexuality
studies, expressed concern about the

FOR MORE INFORMATION

SHOW
CONTINUED FROM AS

ate students will be standing next to post
ers outlining their research. As observers faculty, undergraduate students and other

graduate students - walk by they will then
be able to ask the students questions about
their work and its importance.
“They have to know the subject and do
a good job in stressing the more impor
tant details of their subject,” Luttenton said.
“The culmination of a couple years of work

policy’s impact on student autonomy.
“I have really deep concerns about
making all faculty responsible employ
ees, because I think it takes away auton
omy from students and their choice to
be able to choose when to report,” De
Muth said. “I also think it damages rela
tionships between students and faculty.”
Karen Navotny, professor of math
ematics at GVSU, agreed with DeMuth
that the new policy could negatively im
pact student-faculty relationships.
“I agree that this can destroy your rela
tionship,” Navotny said. “I really think we
need some sort of training. It seems like it’s
pushing students away from you when you
want them to feel comfortable with you.”
Rowland explained to senate members
that employees can avoid reporting in
stances of sexual misconduct by directing
students to other resources on campus.
Aside from the Title IX office, victims
of sexual misconduct will have the oppor
tunity to bring their concerns to “confiden
tial employees.” Confidential employees
are designated individuals not required to
report such instances to the Title IX office.
Bernal said there are efforts being made
to expand this list of confidential employees.
“Right now that list is pretty mini

for these students to stand there and answer
questions and to basically talk about the work
really is a lot of mental preparation.”
Emphasizing the different graduate pro
grams at GVSU, Luttenton said seeing a
broad range of the graduate programs every
year is a great opportunity for the gradu

mal,” Bernal said. "We’d like to expand
that list so it’s more fully across the
university of people that are trained to
handle these situations in helpful ways.”
Bernal explained the new “responsible
employee policy” comes down from the
federal government, not the Title IX office.
He added that the biggest challenge mov
ing forward will be meeting the needs of
both the federal government and victims
of sexual misconduct simultaneously.
“We struggle with wanting to provide
students with the best absolute resources and
ensuring they’re coming forward to report
this as well as complying with guidelines
were receiving from the federal govern
ment,” Bernal said. “I think the procedural
documents that were developing will offer
some middle ground in that framework.”
Following Bernal and Rowland’s pre
sentation, the UAS voted to endorse the
policy with nine members in dissent.
The policy is expected to go into ef
fect starting May 1, with Final imple
mentation taking place in fall 2016.
“We will take the concerns and input
the faculty raised today very seriously, and
hope they will provide good input as we
continue to refine procedures for opera
tionalizing the policy,” Bernal said.

ate students to interact with different disci
plines from their owns and ask them ques
tions about the research they conducted.
60 TO:
www.gvsu.edu/gs
FOR MORE INFORMATION

OAKLAND
UNIVERSITY

BE OUR GUEST
Take classes at OU this summer
Schedule of classes is online.
Registration for guest students is now open

(May 9 - June 29)
(July 5 -August 24)
(May 9 -August 27)
oakland.edu/summer

throwback. Don’t forget to tag #GVTOTW &
#GVLanthorn for a chance to win a prize.
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20th Annual Student Scholars Day
SSD is held annually to celebrate the scholarship
Student presentations begin at 9:00 a.m. and
end at 5:00 p.m. in Henry Hall Atrium, Kirkhof
Center, and Mary Idema Pew Library.

April 13,2016
Schedule of Events
Poster Presentations
r •
K.&kf.

Kirkhof Center & Henry Hall Atrium
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Oral Presentations
Kirkhof Center
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Panel Presentations
Mary Idema Pew Library
2:00 p.m.

Exhibition of Art (April 2-14)
Mary Idema Pew Library & Lake Ontario Hall
9:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Artist Reception 5:30 p.m. - April 13, LIB

Film & Live Performance
Mary Idema Pew Library
9:00 a.m.; 12:00 p.m.

Keynote Lecture
Kirkhof Center 2204 PM • 7:00 p.m

Quantum computers
and Schrodinger’s cat
As the size of computer logic gates and
memory elements approaches the atomic
scale, we are forced to deal with the
constraints imposed by the laws of quantum
mechanics. However, we now also know that
a computer based on. quantum mechanics
could solve certain problems that are
intractable on conventional computers.
Interestingly, it tins device could be made
on a large scale it would have the same
characteristics as t iwm Scbfddihger's
famous 1935 hypothetical cat that could
be both dead and alive at the same time,
t wilt briefly relate how our group at NIST
became involved in these topics through
wi

experiments on atomu ions, but these

experiments only serve as examples of
similar work being performed in many other
laboratories around the world.

I)i. David VVinefand
National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). Boulder, Colorado

GrantA&lley
State University.

For more information go to
gvsu.edu/ours/ssd

Office of Undergraduate
Research and Scholarship
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

f
COUNTRY MUSIC

ARTS AT A GLANCE

Dan + Shay perform at
spring Spotlight concert
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FACULTY-ARTIST RECITAL: PABLO MAHAVE-VEGLIA
Pablo Mahave-Veglia. associate professor of cello will
perform in recital at 7:30 p.m. on April 12 in the Sherman Van
Solkema (Room 1325) in the Performing Arts Center.
Mahave-Veglia is a cellist and teacher of broad interests
whose repertoire ranges from the early baroque, performed
on period instruments, to his ongoing interest in researching,
performing and recording the work of contemporary LatinAmerican composers.
The event is free and open to the public. For more informa
tion visit, www.gvsu.edu/music.
ARTS AT NOON: TESLA STRING QUARTET
The Tesla String Quartet will be performing during the Arts
at Noon series at noon on April 13 in the Cook-DeWitt Center.
Inspired by Nikola Tesla's words, "Though free to think
and act, we are held together, like the stars in the firmament,
with ties inseparable," the Tesla Quartet views music as the
incredible, binding force and strives to create meaningful con
nections with their audiences. The Tesla Quartet is Ross Snyder
(violin), Michelle Lie (violin), Edwin Kaplan (viola) and Serafim
Smigelskiy (cello).
The event is free and open to the public. For more informa
tion visit, www.gvsu.edu/music or www.teslaquartet.com.
DOCUMENTARY SCREENING: ‘LIVE AND LET LIVE’
The documentary "Live and Let Live" will be shown at 7
p.m. on April 13 in Manitou Hall Room 107.
Cage Free will be hosting the event. The documentary
explores the ethics of vegan and vegetarian diets, as well as
the environmental and health effects of consuming animals.
If you've ever wondered why anyone would stop eating meat,
this is an excellent venue to explore your curiosities.
The film will be followed by a short discussion. Snacks will
be provided.
The event is free and open to the public. For more informa
tion visit, www.gvsu.edu/events.

COUNTRY: Award-winning country duo Dan + Shay get the crowd to sing along with them. Dan ♦ Shay performed for GVSU students on
April 7 in the Fieldhouse Arena. The group headlined for this year's spring concert hosted by Spotlight Productions. GVL I EMILY FRYE

BY ASHLYN KORIENEK
LAKERLIFE@LANTHORN.COM

ith an eager line of people
Wrapped around the Fieldhjouse Arena, attendees at
the Grand Valley State Uni
versity spring concert faced
the 30 degree weather wearing an array
of denim, plaid shirts and spring dresses.
Nearly 3,000 people attended, and many
waited hours before the show.
Waiting paid off for those in line with
a visit from the stars. Two hours before
the doors opened, headlining artists
Dan + Shay tweeted “Hey Allendale,
y’all are coolest for hanging out in line
all day. Gonna come say hey.”
Dn April 7,, headlining artists Dan
+ Shay, along with opening acts Joel
Crouse an^l Ryan Kinder, performed
at the 2016 spring concert hosted by
Spotlight Productions.
“We picked Dan + Shay because coun
try concerts always go over well with
GVT said frrandi Barno, member of the
Spotlight Productions music committee.
“They’ve been around for a few years but
they’re just now starting to get their foot
ing and launch into popularity.”
The country music duo, Dan Smyers
and Shay Mooney, are signed with War
ner Bros. Records in Nashville, Tennes

see. The two met in 2012 and released
their first hit-single “19 You + Me” in
2013. Shortly after, the album “Where It
All Began” was released, achieving three
Top 40 singles. In 2016, the band pro
duced a new song, “From The Ground
Up” for their album of the same name.
After Hoodie Allen took over Grand
Valley State University’s hip hop scene
during the 2015 spring concert, Spot
light Productions decided to host a
show featuring country music.
Janelle Shankin, music chair for Spot
light Productions, said the decision to in
vite Dan + Shay was a collective one among
members. The crew conducted a student
survey, which indicated interest in a coun
try music theme for the 2016 concert. In
addition, Spotlight Productions was able to
book Dan + Shay for $25,000.
“Compared to the Hoodie Alien show
last year, there’s equal if not more excite
ment about Dan + Shay both on social
media and on campus,” Shankin said. “Stu
dents have been very supportive after the
concert announcement.”
Dan + Shay kicked off their set-list
with their song “Somewhere Only We
Know,” Smyers announced to the GVSU
audience, “This may be the biggest crowd
that we ever played for.”
After the show, the band reiterated the
sentiment by tweeting “Probably our big

OPENING ACT: Country music singer Joel Crouse opened the night
for the musicians with a performance on April 7. GVL I EMILY FRYE

gest headlining show yet. Michigan is legit.”
However, Barno said the total sales for
the Dan + Shay spring concert won’t be
available until mid-summer.
Joel Crouse, who performed in 2013 as
the opening act for Taylor Swift, was the
first to play at Thursday’s concert. Crouse
sang his upbeat track “If You Want Some,”
which was recorded on his 2014 album
“Even the River Runs.”
Ending his 30-minute set, Crouse
calmed the mood by inviting the crowd to
sing-along to an acoustic cover of Adeles
“Someone Like You.”
“Grand Valley State, thank you so much
for having me. You guys rock,” Crouse said.
“Go Lakers! Let’s party again sometime.”
Up next, Ryan Kinder, a Warner Bros.
Records country singer, took the stage
with his 2015 single “Tonight.” Illuminat
ing the arena with their smartphones, the
crowd swayed to the soulful 2014 song
“Kiss Me When I’m Down.”
Near the end of his performance,
Kinder played an electric rendition of
Justin Bieber s “Sorry.” Kinder said the
band recently learned the song to play
for the GVSU show.

CLOSING RECEPTION FOR THE BFA EXHIBITION
‘BLOOM’
Celebrating with the artists of "Bloom,” there will be a
closing reception held from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. on April 14. in the
GVSU Art Gallery in the Performing Arts Center.
The show is presented by illustration students Nick Baldwin,
Emma DuFort, Caroline Eisner, Lynn Husanger and Brianne
McBryde. Their work is a celebration of narratives concerning
life, whether they are fantastical or realistic.
The event is free and open to the public. For more informa
tion visit, www.gvsu.edu/artgallery.
CHORAL CONCERT
University Singers and Select Women’s Ensemble will per
form under the direction of Ellen Poole at 7:30 p.m. on April 14
in the Cook-DeWitt Center. They will perform what they have
been working on this semester.
The event is free and open to the public. For more informa
tion visit, www.gvsu.edu/music.

GO TO:
http://blt.ly/1N2TqVa
FOP SPOTLIGHT'S UPCOMING EVENTS

SETTING THE STAGE: Nashville-based country music artist Ryan
Kinder hits the stage for the spring concert. GVL | EMILY FRYE

STOLE THE SHOW: Dan Smyer belts it out during the 2016 spring
concert in the Fieldhouse Arena on April 7. GVL | emily frye
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GUARANTEED LOWER TEXTBOOK
PRICES AND AN AWESOME GVSU
CLOTHING SECTIONl

LOCATED ON PIERCE STREET,
JUST SOUTH OF CAMPUS.

WWW.BRIANSBOOKS.COM

FILM AND VIDEO

Students
document life
as Lakers for
film festival
Detroit Free Press competition
includes two GV productions
BY DANIEL GOUBERT
DGOUBERWLANTHORN.COM

ven though the giant ex
plosions and car chases of
blockbuster films can be
captivating, sometimes
truth can be stranger and
more amazing than fiction. By enter
ing their class-made documentaries
into a Michigan film competition, a
group of current and former Grand
Valley State University students are
showing how eye-opening art can be
made by stepping outside campus, as
well as outside ones own shoes.
A new contest hosted collaboratively by the Detroit Free Press’
Freep Film Festival and MovingMedia Student Film Competition,
the Student Documentary Compe
tition allows for Midwest students
to submit documentary films for
public vote. The film with the most
votes then goes on to screen before
the film festival’s opening night
feature at the Detroit Film Theatre.
Two of the 10 submitted documen
taries were made by GVSU students.
Though neither was selected for the

March 31 grand prize screening, each
presented an interesting and objective
view of an issue important to students.
“Everyone knows any good jour
nalist doesn’t gunk up stories with
their personal views, and I believe
the same should go for most docu
mentary film,” said Chad Rodgers, a
2015 film and video graduate. “But
don’t ask Michael Moore that.”
Alongside editor and current
GVSU senior Mark Bykerk, Rodgers
produced “You Are Going to Hell,”
as a class project. The film follows
street preacher Brother Jed Smock
as he and his associates speak to and
condemn passing students at the
University of Cincinnati.
Bykerk said seeing Smock give sim
ilar, controversial sermons at GVSU
inspired the two students to create an
objective film about the preacher.
“We wanted to do a documen
tary that wasn’t necessarily trying to
piss people off, but was something
that was controversial that students
could relate to,” Bykerk said. “It was
our mixed feelings towards (Smock)
that kind of wanted us to pursue it.
We were just curious on what he

DOCUMENTING: Brother Jed Smock (right) demonstrates at the University of Cincinnati, as featured in the documentary
“You Are Going to Hell,” made by senior Mark Bykerk. The film was entered into a film competition. COURTESY I mark bykerk

does and his belief system.
“It’s really crucial, especially
for documentary filmmaking, to
just be observant (and) not to
project your feelings when you’re
filming someone.”
Rodgers and Bykerk entered “You
Are Going to Hell” into the Freep
Film Festival’s Student Documenta
ry Competition. Rodgers said mixed
reactions to the film’s premiere at
downtown Grand Rapids’ GVSU
Student Showcase inspired him to
submit it for a larger audience.
He said multiple students asked
him “what side” he was on in regard to
Smock’s preaching practices, prompt
ing him to remain adamantly objec
tive as a documentary filmmaker.
“This film is very controversial,
from the way it’s shot, to the struc
ture, down right to the nitty-gritty
of the content, language and mate
rial shown,” Rodgers said. “It’s explicit,

and unlike anything a film student at
GVSU has ever made.”
Film and video graduate Alexia
Feier also entered a class film into the
Freep Film Festival’s competition. Feier’s film, “Pretty’’ follows GVSU stu
dent and amateur drag queen Ginger
Ambrosia as she contemplates enter
ing a local drag pageant.
Feier said filming Ambrosia al
lowed her to create “a dialogue about
LGBTQ oppression, feminism, de
pression and more,” even though the
candid nature of making documenta
ries took her out of her comfort zone.
“Documentary filmmaking is in
herently awkward, and me with my
introverted personality is no help,”
Feier said. “Filming at Rumors, the
gay club downtown, was extremely
challenging for me, because everyone
there was so social and I was just this
nervous, extremely sober girl trying
to be a fly on the wall while pointing a

camera in strangers’ faces.”
Rodgers also said leaving familiar
areas is important for any student to
make groundbreaking documenta
ries, as making “You Are Going to
Hell” required Rodgers and Bykerk
to travel five hours each way to film in
Ohio and Kentucky.
“Get involved in the things hap
pening within, but more impor
tantly outside the university setting,”
Rodgers said. “(Film students) need
to be brave. They have to want to go
places, do things and see things that
no one from GVSU has ever expe
rienced before. That’s the only way
they will grow as people, adults, citi
zens and make GVSU a bigger and
better school than ever.”
GO TO:
http://blt.ly/1SlkZzH
TO VIEW ENTRIES IN FULL

VISITORS

DJ Spooky visits GV
Experimental artist hosts public art dialogue •
BY MARISSA LAPORTE
MLAPORTE@LANTHORN.COM

ARTISTS: Paul Miller, an experimental artist also known as DJ Spooky, discusses the topic of sampling
during a public art dialogue with artist-in-residence Nayda Collazo-Llorens on April 6. GVL I EMILY FRYE

n
experimen
tal hip hop art
ist known as DJ
Spooky hosted
a public art dia
logue and a classroom lecture
at Grand Valley State Univer
sity discussing his creative re
sponses to urgent issues and
modern technology’s influ
ence on art culture.
Paul D’Shonne Miller, DJ
Spooky, focuses on using
his creativity to respond to
social and economic issues
through his artwork.
“As an artist whose work
has been focused on interdis
ciplinary approaches to creat
ing projects and solutions that
don’t necessarily fit in the nor
mal ‘box’—(or the) categories
that we think about art—I al
ways wanted to do a little bit of
ground breaking,” Miller said.
Miller is a composer, writer
and musician. His multime
dia performances, recordings,
art installations and writings
include a variety of blended
genres. His goal is to raise

awareness about issues such as
climate change, sustainability
and the role of technology in
society. His multimedia com
position, book and installation,
“The Book of Ice” acts as an
example of the U.S.s environ
mental distress. His free, opensource iPad app, DJ Mixer, has
over 20 million downloads.
The app gives users DJ tools to
mix, scratch and add electronic
effects to tracks from their own
digital libraries.
“Art is usually right at the
edge of what people can imag
ine,” Miller said. “It’s a place that
shows you that idea of what
people could be experienc
ing—things at the edge.”
Miller participated in a
public art dialogue with Nayda
Collazo-Llorens on April 6 in
GVSU’s Loosemore Audito
rium. During this dialogue,
Miller discussed how the ad
vances in technology relate to
and influence his own artwork.
“The point of the event
(was) to talk about samplingremix, collage, appropriation—
not only as a strategy for cul
tural production, and one that
we both use in our practices,

but also as our condition in the
midst of the hyper-connected
world we inhabit,” CollazoLlorens said.
Miller visited GVSU’s
Calder Art Center on April
7 to discuss with students
how he uses the urgent issues
around him for inspiration.
Natalie Schunk, a freshman
illustration major, attended
DJ Spooky’s talk and said she
was glad to have the opportu
nity to learn from him.
“As an artist he is very
culturally aware and I think
that’s something that is an im
portant quality for an artist to
have—to be able to relate what
they put out there to their cul
ture and the society they live
in,” Schunk said. “I’ve been to
other artists’ talks, but I think
this one was different because
he covers a broad spectrum.
I’ve never seen an artist quite
like him—that writes books
as well as relates it to the mu
sic they make.”
GO TO:
www.dJspooky.com
FOR MORE INFORMA TION
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LAKER DANCE TEAM WINS
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Grand Valley State’s dance
club won the National Dance
Alliance Division II Hip Hop
National Championship at the
NDA finals in Daytona Beach,
Florida on April 8.
Championships across all
three divisions were held at the
event, and the Lakers were one
of the few that came away with
first-place laurels.
Additionally, the Lakers
finished third in the jazz finals
eariier in the day.
,The GVSU coed cheer team
al$b made the trip to Daytona
Beach, along with an all-girl
Laker cheer team.
The coed cheer team won
a national title along with the
GVSU dance team.

CYBURT WINSGV TEAM
AWARD
The Grand Valley State club
shooting team has awarded
junior Alex Cyburt the Ryan M.
Conn Spirit Award.
The award is given out every
year by the team in memory of
Ryan Michael Conn, a former club
member and team captain from
2009-12.
It didn’t take Cyburt long
to separate himself from the
pack. Cyburt was an NRA
Intercollegiate Rifle Club cham
pionship qualifier this season.
In 2015, he earned first-team
honors after being on the team
for just a few weeks.

GV ALUM FERGUSON IN
JURED
Grand Valley state alum
and current UFC fighter Tony
Ferguson (20-3) has withdrawn
from his April 16 bout with
Khabib Nurmagomedov (22-0)
due to injury.
Darrell Horcher (12-1) will
replace Ferguson and fight
Nurmagomedov at a 160-pound
catch weight.
'thfFergusbn-

Nurmagomedov fight was the
most highly anticipated of a
five-round main event in Tampa,
Florida.
Ferguson is riding a sevenfight winning streak, and
Nurmagomedov is fighting for
the first time since 2014, when
he defeated current lightweight
champion Rafael Dos Anjos.
Ferguson has stated he would
still like the fight to happen,
but will take time to recover
from his injury (blood in lungs)
first. Manager Audie Attar says
Ferguson should be back by May.

VARSITY SCHEDULE

CHANGING OF THE GUARD: Current associate athletic director Keri Becker was announced as the sixth athletic director in Grand Valley State history on April 7, and
will begin her duties on July 18. Becker was chosen from a pool of four finalists, and is the first woman to be named athletic director at GVSU. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

Becker tabbed as sixth athletic director in GV history
BY A.A. KNORR
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

aised up on a podium
in front of Grand Valley
State coaches, players,
other athletic personnel
and a host of media, Keri
Becker was named the sixth GVSU
athletic director in program history.
Becker, the GVSU associate
athletic director since 2011, was
selected from a finalist pool of four
candidates, which also included
Steve Brockelbank (Miami Univer
sity), Josh Moon (Northern State
University) and Heather Weems
(St. Cloud State University).
“It became clear that (Becker) un
derstood the mission and vision of
Grand Valley, maybe that was easier
from the inside,” said Jim Bachmeier,
GVSUs vice president of finance and
administration, who had the final call
=*F
T
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on the hiring. “She has a real depth of
understanding of how important stu
dent athletics is as a student experi
ence. I think she’s going to watch out
for our athletics well-being.”
Becker will replace Selgo, GVSUs
athletic director since 19%, effective
July 18. Selgo is the longest-serving
athletic director in program history,
and Becker is the first woman to be
hired into the position at GVSU.
“The strongest sense is a sense of
not relief, but calmness,” Becker said.
“There’s a calmness that’s going to
come over me as now we can move
forward. The process is behind me,
it’s behind everybody, because this
whole process has affected our entire
athletic department with the antici
pation and maybe some anxieties.”
GVSU athletics are widely rec
ognized as some of the most suc
cessful in Division II, as the Lakers
have won 19 team NCAA Division

Cold snaps, hot bats
Lakers explode for 19 runs in doubleheader sweep
BY ALEX EISEN
A EISEN@LA N THORN. COM

now flurries danced
in the whistling wind,
shortstop Teagan Sho
min danced in the ondeck circle trying to stay
warm and those that stayed until the
end danced when it was finally over.
The scorching hot bats of the

Grand Valley State softball team
couldn’t be cooled off by numb
thumbs nor Northwood (12-14, 3-7
GLIAC) on April 7 as the Lakers (226, 7-3 GLIAC) scored 19 runs on 24
hits to sweep their second consecu
tive conference doubleheader and
remain unbeaten at home.
While the frigid temperatures
couldn’t influence the 12-6 and 7-2
final scores, the harsh elements did

Monday 2 p.m. vs Wayne State
(doubleheader at Davenport
University)
Wednesday 2 p.m. vs Northwood
(doubleheader)
Saturday 4 p.m. vs Walsh
(doubleheader)

SOFTBALL
Wednesday 3:30 p.m. at Saginaw
Valley State (doubleheader)
Thursday 3:30 p.m. vs Findlay
(doubleheader)
Saturday 1 p.m. at Ohio
Dominican (doubleheader)

LACROSSE
Friday 4 p.m. at Findlay
Saturday 6 p.m. at Tiffin

TRACK AND FIELD
Thursday-Friday at MT SAC
Relays (Norwalk, California)
Saturday-Sunday at Bison
Outdoor Classic (Lewisburg.
Pennsylvania)
Saturday at Long Beach State
Beach Relays (Long Beach,
California)

M. GOLF
WINDMILL: Courtney Reinhard whips through her motion before delivering a
pitch during the Lakers’ sweep of Northwood on April 7. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
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“I believe this athletic depart
ment deserves more than that.”
Bachmeier and GVSU used
Turnkey Sports & Entertainment, a
search firm, to help GVSU create a
pool of candidates. Once GVSU got
the pool down to four candidates,
all four came for day-long campus
visits near the end of March.
Despite staying in-house with the
hiring, Bachmeier still believes using
Turnkey was the correct choice.
“They are a wonderful search firm,”
he said. “'They came on campus, they
spent two days asking what is it that
you folks are looking for... After they
really understood who and what we
are, and what were looking for, then
they started contacting candidates.
They started contacting candidates to
the pool that would not have other-
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Monday at NCAA Midwest
Regional No. 4 (Noblesville,
Indiana)

II National Championships since
2002, and have clinched a record 10
Learfield Sports/NACDA Directors’
Cups, which are awarded annually
to the top sports in Division II.
Prior to coming to GVSU in
an administrative position, Becker
served as the head softball coach at
Ferris State from 1996-2011. She ac
knowledges that there is an expecta
tion to keep up GVSUs storied ath
letic history, but isn’t unsettled by it.
“Daunting, no. The words intim
idation, fear, never came into my
vocabulary,” Becker said. “If they
did, I wouldn’t be in a position to
apply for this job. Again, you have
to look at a challenge as something
that ignites your fire. If you look
at is as something that you worry
about, which is such a useless emo
tion, that’s not going to allow you to
make great decisions, you’re always
going to be back on your heels.

play a factor in unifying everyone
together. The logos embroidered
on the jerseys didn’t matter.
“It was kind of funny, both teams
really kind of bonded over the weath
er,” Shomin said. “I’m really proud of
us. We were really resilient in terms
of the cold and (beating) a team like
Northwood that likes to battle back
and stick around like they did.”
It was apparent Northwood was
going to put up a fight early on, as
the lead changed four times in the
first three innings of game one.
GVSU struck in the bottom of the
first on a McKenze Supemaw RBI
double. Both teams then scored a pair
of runs in the second inning, and the
Timberwolves grabbed a 4-3 lead with
two more runs in the top of the third.
Laker starting pitcher Courtney
Reinhold was taken out after 2.1
innings, giving up four runs on 56
pitches. Reinhold was escorted out
of the GVSU dugout by the athletic
trainers as senior Sara Andrasik
stepped into the circle.
“She’s fine,” said GVSU head
coach Dana Callihan. “The cold
got to her a little bit, but they dealt
with it and she is good to go.”
Andrasik dealt with the rest of the
Timberwolves. She threw 117 pitches
in the remaining 4.2 innings, allowed
four hits and two runs (one earned).
Freshman Shannon Flaherty’s
team-leading fourth triple knotted the
score at 4-4 in the fourth.
“It’s exciting. I didn’t realize I
was the only one leading the team
in triples,” Flaherty said.
Flaherty crossed home plate
on Jenna Lenza’s sacrifice fly to
center to give the Lakers the lead
once again, 5-4.
Shomin forcefully increased the
advantage to 7-4 in the next in
ning as she took a 1-0 pitch deep
to right field and over the fence.
Finding that power on such cold

day came as a surprise even to her.
“Sometimes you just hit (the ball)
in the right spot and it goes. You don’t
question it,” she said. “Maybe I just
wanted to get back in the dugout and
didn’t want to stay out and run bases.”
Northwood answered with an
other two-run inning in the top of
the sixth, but GVSU decisively blew
the game open by scoring five runs
in the bottom half. Juniors Kelsey
Dominguez and Janae Langs,
alongside Shomin and Flaherty,
picked up RBIs in the outburst.
The high-scoring affair came to an
end after two hours and nine minutes
(fourth-longest GVSU game this sea
son) and easily could have gone on
even longer, considering both teams
stranded nine runners on base.
As a result of the lengthy first game,
the nightcap didn’t start until well
after 6 p.m., and the race was on to
finish the rematch before darkness en
gulfed the diamond. More full counts
and foul balls, however, led to more
drawn-out innings and the game had
to be called off after six frames.
“That’s up to the umpire’s dis
cretion,” Callihan said. “He end
ed it when he felt the conditions
were getting to the point where
it was unsafe. That’s his decision.
Coaches have no say in that.”
Freshman starting pitcher Allison
Lipovsky went all six innings and
threw 135 pitches to notch her sev- .
enth win of the season (7-0). Lipovsky
allowed four hits and two runs (one
earned) to improve her ERA to 1.09 fourth-best in the conference.
Meanwhile, GVSU improved
its record to 16-1 when scoring in
the first inning. Junior Elbe Balbach used an RBI groundout to
put the Lakers in familiar terri
tory after the opening frame.
Iangs, showing off her arm in cenSEE SOFTBALL
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Rolling on
Lakers dominate Michigan Tech, Lake Superior State

FINISH HIGH: Grand Valley State freshman Nicholas Urban hits a backhand return
against Michigan Tech on April 9. GVSU won the match 8-1. GVL I emily frye

BY MASON TRONSOR
MTRONSOR@LANTHORN.COM

halk it up as another
weekend sweep for
the Grand Valley State
mens tennis team.
The Lakers record
ed two 8-1 victories against Michi
gan Tech (4-9, 1-5 GL1AC) and
Lake Superior State (5-9, 1-5 GLIAC). GVSU improves to 11 -6 over
all and 4-1 in conference play, and
has won three straight matches.
“I think we played pretty well this
weekend,” said GVSU head coach
John Black. “We have some big
matches coming up obviously, but
this weekend was a good step for us.”
Weather played a role in both
GLLAC matches, as the original start
times for the two matches were ei
ther pushed back or moved up. The
April 9 match was changed from 10
a.m. to 2:45 p.m., while the April
10 contest was moved up from 10
a.m. to 9:45 a.m. Both matches were
moved indoors to the Premier Ath
letic Club in Grandville, Michigan.
As GVSU continues to grind in the
middle of the GLLAC, the two week
end wins could build momentum for
the rest of season, according to Black.

Tougher competition is approaching
in the coming weeks for GVSU.
The Lakers’ first match against the
Huskies started off like most matches
this season. Sophomore Alex van de
Steenoven got the Lakers off to a hot
start, as he won in straight sets in the
No. 1 flight to open the day.
“I’ve been playing pretty well in
my singles game,” van de Steenoven
said. “I’ve been keeping my cool on
the court, playing my strokes and
just listening to the coach. A key for
me is playing with confidence.”
The Lakers dropped the No. 2
flight match, but a valiant effort
was given by GVSU freshman Sebastien Lescoulie, who was playing
in the No. 2 flight for the first time
in his young Laker career.
GVSU controlled the rest of the
singles matches, a thread that was
highlighted by junior Jack Heiniger in
the No. 4 flight. Heiniger did not drop
a single game, winning 6-0 in both
sets. All three doubles matches were
seized by the Lakers to complete the
first 8-1 victory of the weekend.
“Zach (Phillips) and I have run
into a little bit of trouble lately in the
doubles competition,” van de Stee
noven said. “So it was nice that we
managed to pull it together and get

the win for the team today.”
The second match of the week
end pitting the Lakers against LSSU
started in a completely differenl
manner than the previous one. Van
de Steenoven dropped the opening
singles match in a tiebreaker.
The rest of the Lakers, however,
stepped up and backed the sopho
more. Phillips won the No. 2 flight
for GVSU, which proceeded to roll
through the competition.
Freshman Nicholas Urban com
pleted a near perfect match in the No.
6 flight by way of a 6-0,6-0 sweep. The
Nos. 2-6 players for GVSU combined;
to drop only six games in total, and for
a second consecutive day, the Lakers'
swept the doubles competition.
GVSU will look to continue
its GLIAC conquest with trips to
Detroit and Midland, Michigan
to face Wayne State and Northwood on April 16 and 17.
,
“We plan on practicing outside,
for those matches,” Black said,
“You can never predict the weathJ
er these days, but hopefully we are
outside in beautiful weather.”
GVSU currently sits in fourth
place in the GLIAC standings,
Wayne State and Northwood are
currently in second and third place*

COED CHEER

Superstition and ambition
Laker coed cheer wins first national title
BY A.A. KNORR
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

he Lakers couldn’t touch the water.
They had to compete first.
When they did charge into
the surf in Daytona Beach,
Florida, however, they came
decked out in team uniforms with a nation
al championship trophy in hand.
Thanks to a nearly flawless routine and a
healthy heeding of tradition, the Grand Val
ley State coed cheer team took home a na
tional championship at the NCA Collegiate
National Championship from April 7-8.
“There’s a tradition of going to Daytona.
You’re not allowed to touch the water until after
you compete,” said sophomore Regan Blissett.
“So, after we won, we took our trophy and ran
into the ocean with our uniforms on.”
GVSU competed in the Division II large
coed intermediate group, and narrowly pulled
out the title. The Lakers earned a score of
85.55 on their final routine, while Iowa Cen
tral Community College scored an 84.80 and
University of Arkansas—Fort Smith scored
an 84.58. Scores max out at 90 points.
“The road to nationals was not an easy one,”

Blissett said. “Over the course of the season we’ve
lost 17 people, we’ve had a coaching change and
we changed our routine two weeks ago.
“The work was definitely worth it.”
The Lakers brought a squad of 23 stu
dent athletes down to Daytona, and 20
competed on the mat during the national
meet. GVSU is a uniquely young crew, with
only five cheerers being upperclassmen.
Brandy Skantze is the head coach of the
Laker cheer program, but assistant coaches
and volunteers aid Skantze in handling the
various squads within the program. The Lak
er coed team was being coached by one of
Skantze’s assistants, but the assistant handed
in his resignation in November 2015.
Enter Carter Kiogima, a volunteer who came
on in a larger capacity with the coed team after
the other assistant coach departed.
But the coachip
the Lakers. Neither did losing a number of
teammates for various reasons during the
season. GVSU changed its routine close to
nationals. That didn’t matter, either.
The Lakers still won.
“They had a countless number of team
mates decide to quit at different points in
the season, some as recently as three weeks

SOFTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A9

ter field, gunned down a Timberwolves’ runner at the plate to keep
the score untouched at 1 -0 in the bottom of the third inning.
Seemingly, that was enough to reignite the offense. GVSU
knocked in a pair of runs in each of the final three innings to fin
ish off the game strong and capture its fourth straight victory, 7-2.
Five Lakers had a multi-hit game and, in total, the team

ELATED: Grand Valley State's coed cheer team reacts to the final standings during the NCA Collegiate
National Championship in Daytona Beach, Florida from April 7-8. COURTESY | JENNIFER THOMPSON

ago,” Kiogima said. “They had the coaching
change back in November, knee injuries, foot
injuries, just all sorts of things were thrown at
them at various points in the season.
“They picked up at the very-nextpractice
tot on going- > l^tremlhdlng
thenTfhc)«Bacrtn snflr rogefner
Eight teams performed in GVSU’s divi
sion. Each team performed an outdoor rou
tine on the first day of competition, but due
to the small group size, all eight advanced to
the final round, which took place indoors at
the Ocean Center in Daytona Beach.
The Lakers weren’t sure how the competi

collected 12 hits in consecutive games. Yet, it was the player
who didn’t register an at-bat who made some history.
Shomin joined Kim Biskup as only the second Laker
since 2000 to draw four walks in a game.
“In every at-bat it’s just my goal to get on base,” Shomin said. “I
don’t care how it happens. Sometimes it’s a walk, and I’ll take it. I
liked my second game just as much as I liked my first game.”
GVSU was scheduled to play two more conference
doubleheaders against Findlay on April 9 and Hillsdale on

tion would stack up to their talent level, and
were shooting for nothing but a clean perfor
mance, hoping that hardware might follow.
GVSU’s routine was two minutes and 30
seconds, and,-according to Blissett, the Lakers
felt they hit it perfectly during the final rouijd.
GVSU also sent an all-girl cheer t£am, “Which
competed in Division II. The Laker all-girl
squad took fourth place in their competition.
Lhe national title marks the first in GVSU
cheer history. The Lakers will only lose one
senior prior the next season, and expect to bfc
back stronger, more experienced and ready &
storm into the water at Daytona Beach in 2017..

April 10, but both were postponed due to snowfall. Th£
cancellations are somewhat disappointing in light of how
well the Lakers have been playing, Callihan said.
“That’s one of the disadvantages to the weather. You
start getting some momentum, you want to keep playing
and keep that confidence level up. But, unfortunately, with
33 degrees and snow in the forecast, it’s not ideal.”
*
The Lakers travel to Saginaw Valley State (20-8, 6-4 GLI
AC) next for a twinbill on April 13 starting at 3:30 p.m.

BECKER
CONTINUED FROM A9

onifer-,
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wise come.”
Selgo, GVSU’s athletic di
rector for two decades, over
saw some of the most success
ful years in Laker sports. The
most recent and significant
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success was arguably the 201516 Final Four run for the LakeiJ
women’s basketball team.
'
Fitting that Becker’s hiring
was announced in the upper
lobby of the Fieldhouse Arena,
directly adjacent to the GVSU
basketball court, where one of
Selgo’s final stamps on the pro^
gram played all season.
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• Walking distance from
St. Pub and bus stops

. Cable

and Internet provided

• Laundry in every unit
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CLUES ACROSS
1.
5.
10.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
22.
23.
24.
27.
30.
31.
32.
34.
36.
37.
39.

Brave act
Ejecta saliva
A vale
Expression of surprise
Feels concern
Saddle horse
Emerald Isle
Silly
Female child
Cyprinids
Comedienne Oasteyer
National capital
Court game
Tooth caregiver
Supervises flying
Small amount
Degree of loudness
Wore down
Upper-class woman (abbr.)
Actor Pitt
Red mineral

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48
49.
52.
55.
56.
60.
61.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

Have already done
Asian antelope
Forms over a cut
Performer__Lo Green
Pressed against
An alternative
5th note of a major scale
Tell on
Patti Hearst’s captors
Breaks apart
Russian country house
Female grunts
TVpe of sword
Ottoman Empire title
Emaciation
He was Batman
Nonmoving
Oroup in China
v
A thought
Withered
Worldly mosquitoes
Tide.

CLUES DOWN
1. Unreal
2. River in Norway
3. Long poem
4. Cygnus star
S.
fi (slang)
6. Known for its canal
7. A citizen of Iran
8. Inhabited
9. Between south and southeast
10. Semitic fertility god
11.
Clapton, musician
12. lawman
13. City 3000 B.C.
21. They hold valuables
23 Department of Defense
25 Begetter
26 Check
27. Early union leader
28. lawmaker
29 About Sun
32. Negligible amounts
ANSWERS ON

PO. 11

33. Roll
35. Just a little bit
36. Small, spotted cubes
37. Founder of Babism
38 Father
40. Blue Hen State
41. Satisfies
43. Police officer
44 Digital audiotape
46 Covers most of Earth
47. Inflorescence
49. Find this on hot days
50. Fanatical
51. Absorption unit
52. Sitcom “My Two__”
53. Phil__ , former CIA
54. Partially bum
57.__ farewell
58 Ancient Greek City
59. A way to derive
61. Women's social organization
62. Female sibling
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LACROSSE

Lakers compete at Hilltopper Relays
Despite cold conditions, Lakers hit 14 provisional marks
BY JACOB ARVIOSON
JARVIDSON@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State
track and field
sent most of its
team to West
ern
Kentucky
to compete in the Hilltopper
Relays from April 8-9. Only
GVSU’s distance runners
were not present.
The WKU meet is gener
ally regarded as the meet with
the best weather.
“Western Kentucky, in the
past, has been a good meet for
me,” said GVSU triple jump
specialist Samora Nesbitt.
“That’s usually the warmest
meet that well have, so I really
like that meet.”
' This year however, the
warmth was minimal. .
“It was really cool for
Kentucky,” said GVSU jumps
coach Steve Jones. “We came
down here looking for and
Expecting some nice weather,
but it was darn near Michi
gan spring weather.”
£ Despite the lackluster con
ditions, Jones was pleased with
the way the Lakers responded.
* “The thing is, we still had an
outstanding meet in my opin
ion,” he said. “I’m very proud
across the board.”
The lakers were able to
hit 14 provisional qualifying
marks on the weekend.
The GVSU throwers com
bined to produce several
strong numbers. Sophomore
thrower Dajsha Avery led
the way, posting a distance of
14.54 meters in the shot put.
“It was a great day for Da
jsha Avery in the shot,” Jones

said. “She hit a personal re
cord and posted a solid na
tional mark.”
On the men’s side of the
shot put, Chris Saikalis and
Darien Thornton each put
up provisional marks as well.
Saikalis’ toss sailed 16.94
meters, while Thornton’s
reached 16.66 meters.
Thornton starred in the
hammer throw as well, earning
a provisional mark with a heave
of 61.12 meters. On the wom
en’s side, Kyra Hull reached a
distance of 54.51 meters to earn
herself a provisional mark
“I thought Kyra had a
solid performance in the
hammer,” Jones said. “And
Darien Thornton had a good
day all around with strong
performances in both the

shot put and the hammer.”
Senior
Tor’i
Brooks
earned provisional marks
in both the men’s long jump
and the high jump. He start
ed off with a 7.24-meter leap
in the long jump and then
followed it up later in the
day with a 2.05-meter per
formance in the high jump.
“It was cold in the morning
for the long jump,” Jones said.
“But Tor’i was still able to put
up a strong mark It warmed up
for the high jump and he was
able to round out a decent day.”
The Laker women’s pole
vaulters had a strong showing
as well.

SEARCHING: Sophomore Adrianna Smith moves the ball upheld during Grand Valley State s 13-10
win over Tiffin on April 1. GVSU beat Walsh convincingly over the weekend. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

Lakers rock Walsh, see game against Lake Erie canceled
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
ASSISTANTSPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE

EYES UP: Grand Valley State pole vaulter Whitney Bice advances
down the track during a meet in May 2015. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

rand Valley State lacrosse (7-3,5-0
GLIAC) hit the dusty trail for a
two-game road trip against Walsh
on April 8, and Lake Erie on April
9 in hopes of extending a fourgame winning streak to five, and maybe six.
The Lakers were able to do just that—al
most. GVSU handled Walsh 21 -1, but the game
against Lake Erie was canceled to due inclem
ent weather, a problem that’s been plaguing
GVSU spring sports teams as of late.
“We got some great things from everyone,”
said GVSU head coach Alicia Groveston. “No
matter who was on the field, they were working
100 percent, and that’s something that I’ve al
ways asked for. Whether you play five minutes
or 50,1 expect you to keep the level consistent.
“I think it was wonderful to be able to see
the different combinations of people working
together, and we were still really successful no
matter who was in the game.”
To put it simply, Walsh was over
matched. GVSU outshot the Cavaliers 28-6
in shots on goal, had 16 turnovers to the
Cavaliers’ 29, had a 28-12 advantage in
ground balls and were 11-for-13 on clears,
compared to the Cavaliers’ 7-for-20.

Ryan Skomial led the way for the Lakers
with four goals and one assist. Erika Neumen
and Kira Dosenberry each added three goals.
Additionally, 12 Lakers scored one goal or
more on the day.
“We were able to score with the ability to fil
ter a lot of our girls through,” Skomial said. “Ev
erybody got the chance to score and play, and
generally I think we just had fun. Once we got
the score up, it gave us a little more of an ability
to be creative on the field, which brought every
one’s spirit up. It was just a good time.”
The game scheduled to take place the next
day was canceled after Lake Erie received a load
of snowfall during a winter weather advisory. A
makeup date has yet to be announced.
The Lakers had dodged a cancellation up
to this point, but had a few postponements in
the last couple of weeks.
“It was a little bit of relief because we get to
come home, we get to finish our schoolwork,
but also, we would’ve just liked to get it out of
the way,” Skomial said.
The Lakers have now won four of the last
five games by a margin of 10 goals or more.

LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

LAKER EXCHANGE

some restrictions apply
email lakerexchange@lanthorn.com for more info on restrictions
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL

lakerexchange@lanthom.com

Announcements

Employment

Housing

Housing

Housing

Campus Dining now has a
NEW late night menu! This
menu is available 7 days a
week during the normal
semester, from 10 pm to
midnight at the Connection
and kleiner Market.

Padnos is hiring! We are a
full-service recycling and
scrap management
company. Go to our website
at www.padnos.com to find
out more.

Conifer Creek Apartments
offers 4 bedrooms,
4 1/2 baths, garage, cable
and internet included,
washer and dryer in every
unit, 3/4 of a mile from
GVSU, walking distance to
bus stop, restaurants, and
grocery store, lower utility
bills!

Looking for a female upper
classman/graduate student
roommate for a
two bedroom, two bathroom,
newly built house off of 52nd
street, one minute away
from Grand Valley State
University Allendale campus.
The rent is $560 a month
(includes both rent and
utilities). Contact Bronte
Reisinger at
bkr2448@gmail.com for
more information.

’9
rooms (May-August)
in our 4
(M«
bedroom town-home at
Sutters Mill. Private
bathrooms, walk in closets,
both are on the upper level,
also a garage unit.
Preferably two males.
$420/mo per room
plus utilities.
Please email me at
quanteg@mail.gvsu.edu
for more information.

GVSU Facilities Services
would like to remind
all students to keep your
windows closed as we finish
out these last few weeks of
cold weather.
Keeping windows closed will
save your school energy and
money!
Hey Grand Valley Students!
Enroll for summer courses at
Oakland Community
College now! Summer 2016
final registration is on May 5.

A

Want to work for the
Lanthorn? All positions are
currently open for
applications, which can be
found at www.lanthorn.com.
Questions should be
directed to
editorial@lanthorn.com.

Housing

48West Apartment available
for move in date as early as
John Ball Zoo is now open
June 1, 2016.This 4
for the season!
Bedroom, 4 Bath Apartment
Exhibits include an aquari
um with penguin feedings, is a top floor unit in
the kitchen/living area with
pelican feedings, and tons of
private balcony.
other cool creatures, like
Washer/Dryer/Dishwasher/M
lions, monkeys,
icrowave included. Bedroom
and kangaroos. Visit today!
♦
has a private bath with large
closet.
On April 21, Crystal
Amenities:Giant Outdoor Hot
Jlameman is coming to
Tub with Fire Pit, Theatre,
Grand Rapids to shed light
Gym, Game Room, Study
bn the devastating
Rooms, Printing, and FREE
environmental and human
TANNINGICall or text for
of tar sands mining
more information,
rta, Canada. Come 231-690-0037.
6ear Lameman speak at the
Aquinas College Performing
Arts Center from 4-5 p.m.
CAMPUS VIEW
SUMMER LEASE
F mploymont
Looking for someone to take
over my lease for
the summer at Campus
UMMER IN MAINE
View. It is $380/month plus
Jales and Females
utilities. I will include my
each your favorite activity
access card to get into the
krchery-Arts-Canoepool and the
Postuming
recreation center at
:nameling-Gym- Photo
Campus View. If you have
?ottery-Sail-Silversmithingany questions donl hesitate
Swim-T ennis-Waterski
to call. Contact information:
tnjoy our website at
Kathryn Mills. Email:
/ww.tripplakecamp.com.
Millkath@mail.gvsu.edu
RIPP LAKE CAMP
Cell: 517-899-2701
-800-997-4347
i
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I have a room available for
sublease for next school
year, in a Campus View 4
bedroom, 2.5 bath townhome. I'll even pay your first
month's rent! If interested,
contact me at
boczarn@mail.gvsu.edu.
I'm looking for someone to
take over my lease. It's
$684/mo. and the apartment
is fully furnished. Evolve is a
brand new community,so
you would be the first to live
in the apartment. It comes
with a washer/dryer, dish
washer and a flat screen tv
in the living room. The only
thing that isn't included js the
electricity. Pets are
welcomed. The apartments
will be available in August.
You can contact me via
email at
hairstor@mail.gvsu.edu or
cell at 231-343-8863.
ISO: Someone to sublease
my furnished A style 4 bed/4
bath apartment. Lease is
from May-July 2017. Rent is
$400 and a $50 rental credit
is included.
If you are interested, email
smitshat@mail.gvsu.edu.
Live Better! Campus View
apartments and town-homes
has everything you need and
want at a price that can’t be
beat. Want the
independence of living in an
off-campus community while
being virtually on-campus?
You’re at the right place.
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Looking for a subleaser for
the summer (May-August)in
the Campus View Cottages.
Rent is $525 (there will be
$100 off last months
rent),plus water, and utilities.
You will have the biggest
bedroom/bathroom(with a
bathtub).The cottage is fully
furnished and amenities
include hot tub, pool,
rec center, free internet,
basic cable, 50 inch tv in the
living room, free tanning and
more! Please email me at
jimenezd@mail.gvsu.edu for
more details, or questions
you might have.
Meadows Crossing has the
best off-campus housing
near Grand Valley. Our
townhomes offer modern
amenities, comfort, privacy,
and a great location. Our
student apartments are
conveniently located at the
48th Avenue entrance to
GVSU.
Need to sublease my room
in 48 West this summer.
Available May 1-mid August.
Rent is $475 a month.
Check out the 48 West
website, all amenities
included. Apartment
includes washer/dryer,
dishwasher, cable, internet,
and lots of space. This is a 4
bedroom, 4 bath apartment.
Please email me for
more details.
jennydk3@hotmail.com
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Still looking for an
apartment in Allendale for
summer? Consider Copper
Beech! Huge bedrooms+
own bathroom. For details,
email Brad at
vaneppsb@mail.gvsu.edu.
Subleasing my room in
Cooper Beech this summer available April 30th until mid
August. Rent $452.00 per
month including
air conditioning, dishwasher,
washer/dryer,
cable, internet, water. There
is a bathroom in my room as
well. Heat and electricity are
on your own.Please email
me for more details
at watsonta@mail.gvsu.edu.
Entertainment
ley stude
see THE BOSS at AMC Star
Grand Rapids! In theaters
April 8.
Services
April 7th is National Alcohol
Screening Day. NASD is an
outreach, education, and
screening initiative that
raises awareness about
harmful and dependent
drinking behaviors and
connects individuals who are
at risk with
treatment options. Check out
gvsu.edu/aces/
for more information.

OR CALL

616 331-2460
-

Services

CAT GOT

YOUR TONGUE?
FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR
STUDENT*, FACULTY, A STAFF
(SOME RESTRICTIONS AFRLY).

Brian’s Books is the better
bookstore! With guaranteed
lower textbook prices than
our on-campus competition.
Dare to compare at either
the Allendale or Downtown
GR location.
Created to serve.
Built to perform.
TIAA started out nearly 100
years ago. Today, millions of
people who work at not-forprofits, including academic,
research, medical, govern
ment and cultural fields, rely
on our wide range of
financial products and
services to support
and strengthen their
financial well-being.

Heart’s Journey Wellness
Center (HJWC) is a warm
and inviting space in
Allendale, Michigan. Let their
space provide you with a
little respite and retreat from
your day-to-day life. As a
yoga student or a client you
will find a place of healing
and serenity at their center.

Jimmy John’s offers
gourmet sandwiches with a
ton of options to choose
from. If you don’t want to
leave campus, the Lake
Michigan Drive store will
deliver right to your location
in no time!
Call or order online.

Moving and cant fit your
furniture in your car? Call
Love INC of Allendale (8955683) to pick up any
furniture items you would
like to donate (at least a
week in advance.

Planned Parenthood
provides up-to-date, clear,
medically accurate
information that helps you
better understand
your sexual health
Call (616) 459-3101 or visit
plantedparenthood org.
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Official Adidas apparel up to 70% off!

Friday, April 15
10am-3pm
Fieldhouse Arena
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Call 616-331-3260 for more info
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